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 the protective customs duty itself. The argument is unanswerable
 and remains unanswered, but unfortunately the big battalions are on
 the other side. The Emperor personally believes in canals-not having
 apparently time to study economics-and the State officials, both rail-
 way and other, have had plain- warniing that it is dangerous to oppose
 his wishes, and at the present moment it looks as if the great capitalists
 of the Rhine-Westphalian basin were on the verge of reaping the reward
 of their patient agitation, and Prussia were about to squander many
 millions of the hard-earned railway surpluses in schemes for canals,
 which are not only superfluous, but must, if and so far as they succeed,
 succeed at the cost of the State railways, thus killing the goose whose
 golden eggs form so large a portion of the food of the famishing Prussian
 exchequer.
 One word in conclusion, seriously but in all good humour. Professor
 Cohn spends a not inappreciable percentage of his space and his
 readers' time over protestations of his professional impartiality and
 scientific detachment, and in objurgations at the stupidity or worse of
 readers who have misunderstood and misrepresented him. Under the
 circumstances, he would perhaps do well to admit that other people
 may be honest, even where they differ from him, and that misunder-
 standings may conceivably take place on his side also. Had the
 possibility of such a state of affairs occurred to him, I am sure he
 would not have reprinted in 1900 an impeachment of the good faith
 of the present writer originally printed by him in the Archiv fuir
 Eisenbahniwesen, in consequence of a review of mine in this JOURNAL
 as long ago as 1892. To that impeachment I have no wish to reply,
 except by subscribing myself as a warm admirer and grateful student
 of the Professor's writings, and heartily commending this his latest
 work to the attention of all economists interested in the subjects to
 which it relates. W. AI. ACwORTH
 Bankpolitik. By Dr. WILLIAM SCHARLING, Professor at the
 University of Copenhageni. (Jena: Gustav Fischer.)
 THIS is an elaborate treaty on the general principles governing
 banking and the issue of baniknotes. It does not pretend to enunciate
 any new or startling theories, but rather summarises the best opinions
 of the best writers on the subject, and thus will be a most valuable
 work of reference and instruction for the large class for which it seems
 primarily intended, viz., the men practically engaged in the adminis-
 tration or management of banks. These men, though intimately
 acquainted with the routine of their calling, are often imperfectly
 informed on the theoretical groundwork, and therefore likely to be at
 sea when business takes a new and unexpected turn, when personal
 experience fails to be a sufficient guide, and a new policy of business
 -has to be constructed by reference to first principles. The book is
 written in an easy, popular style, and the author has not hesitated to
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 repeat himself occasionally in order to make his meaning thoroughly
 plain. A great deal of space is given to the historical development of
 the different leading national banks, not so much for the sake of
 teaching history as to drive home the lessons of the past. It is only
 natural that in this connection very copious references are made to
 Einglish and Scotch developments, since modern banking all the world
 over has to a large extent taken its model from Great Britain.
 1'rofessor Scharling is not an out-and-out partisan of the Peel Act.
 Oni the contrary he clearly perceives its fundamental mistake of maki ng,
 provision for the safety of the banknote only and endangering its
 usefulness by neglecting to equally safeguard the deposits in the banking
 department. The absence of elasticity in the banknote issue under
 the Bank Act of 1844 has accentuated every crisis which has since
 arisen in this country, if indeed it has not helped to produce some.
 The idea governing the Act was to create a mixed cuLrenicy of gold and
 notes, which should move in the same way as if it consisted enltirely of
 gold. It rested thus on a double error, for (1) the intended movement
 was not secured, and (2) even if secured, it was not desirable. Ex-
 perience has shown the circulation of notes to remain fairly conistant,
 so that aniy mlovement of gold into or out of the bank has not affected the
 circulation, but the reserves. The lesson to be learned is that banking
 cannot be converted into an automatic machine, a lesson emphasised in
 other countries, whenever it was thought that a inere copy of the English
 Act would secure a safe system of banking. However, Professor
 Scharling adlits that the Bank Act had a historical excuse, that it
 hadl worked educationally and taught the directors of the Bank to suc-
 cessfully defend its reserves by a correct discount policy. Thus all
 the drawbacks arisilng froimi the Act beilng built on false principles have
 been successfully overcome, though British trade has been deprived of
 the great advantages which an elastic note issue is bound to confer.
 Professor Scharling is of the opinion that even the German Reichsbank
 does not enijoy the advantages of the elastic principle to a sufficient
 extent. For the differences between the maximum and minimum
 note circulation in Germany are constantly growing, ?38,000,000 in
 1891 against ?16,000,000 in 1879, while the fiduciary note issue had
 remained unaltered since 1873, till it was raised at the beginning of
 this year.
 There are one or two points where practical businiess inen inay be
 disinclined to agree vith the author. Professor Scharling appears to
 consider bills of exchange as currency. This may be a theoretically
 defensible position in practice bills of exchange are a commodity
 which, when sold under discount, employs and absorbs money without
 increasing the cilrculation. Another disputable point refers to the
 proportion wihich the capital of a bank should have to its liabilities.
 It is true the author admits that a hard and fast proportion can
 scarcely be given, but still he suggests one-third as a fair relatioin. I
 need hardlv state that, for highly-developed banking, this would give
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 far too large a capital. It is true that the German Bank Act limits
 the " interest-bearing " deposits of the Reichsbank to the total amount
 of the capital and reserves of the bank, but then a national bank takes
 very few " interest-bearing " deposits, and, even if otherwise, this pi o-
 vision is no proof of its own correctness. One more point. It is quite
 clear that the author has a secret preference for " Freedom of Note
 Issue," and regrets the modern tendency toward the system of a
 Central Bank of issue. His arguments on this point, however, are
 hardly convincing. He lays insufficient strength on the duty falling on
 the great modern " Bank of the banks "-for that is what all national
 banks are gradually becoming-of regulating the foreign exchanges and
 protecting the central reserves. Local issues of notes have been of
 use in the past and have rendered good service, but their days are gone
 and the future belongs to the monopoly notes of the great State banks.
 HERMANN SCHMIDT
 Social Justice. By WESTEL WOODBURY WILLOUGHBY, Ph.D.,
 Associate Professor of Political Science in. the Johns Hopkins
 University. (LIondon: Macmillan & Co. 1900. Pp. 380.)
 PROFESSOR WILLOUGHBY has wAritten, an interesting book. A con-
 siderable part of it consists of a historical sketch of various political
 theories, but the writer's own views are also clearly stated. Starting
 with the ethical system of T. H. Green, which,rfor the purposes of thlis
 work he takes as established, he has endeavoured to apply its principle
 to " the concrete problems of social life." His argument is as follows:
 "The realisation of one's ethical self is the general categorical im-
 perative addressed to every one." Corresponding to this duty, every
 one has a right to claim from society " an opportunity for the fulfil-
 ment of highest aims," and this right cannot clash with the similar
 rights of others, because it is "the general duty of all, in the pursuit
 of their own ends, to recognise others as individuals who are striving
 for, and have a right to strive for, the realisation of their own ends."
 Since the " highest aims " of different persons are different, the means
 whereby, and the opportunities through which they can be best
 attained are also different; whence it follows that " the rights which
 different individuals may properly claim must vary according to their
 ethical dispositions and capacities." Under ideal conditions the State
 would see that their rights were enforced, but in practice it is im-
 possible to discover what these rights connote. Consequently, all that
 the State can do is to try, by rough general methods, to promote
 ethical development upon the whole, acknowledging that some indi-
 viduals must be sacrificed in the process. These methods come to
 very much the same as those which utilitariatn ethics would suggest;
 thus private property in land and other things is justified, " economic
 equality" is condemned, and a deterrent, preventive, reformative and
 educative system of- criminal law advocated, upon grounds which are
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